
Are you ready for 9-months long
adventure in Marijampolė,

Lithuania?
Happy to work with

children/youngsters and ready to
meet new cultures?

Open to gain experience and to
find new friends?

Volunteering
in Lithuania



Suvalkijos saulytės is a non-profit organization
whose main goal is to unite families living in
Marijampolė who raise children with Down
syndrome or autism spectrum disorders. The day
center organizes and conducts artistic-creative
activities, sports activities. Various leisure
activities, yoga and music therapy are also
available. These activities are organized by a
social worker, occupational therapist,
psychologist, speech therapist.

Project overview

Hosting organisation

are 18 to 30 years old
have not done European
Voluntary Service /
European Solidarity
Corps before 
are not apperaring in a 
criminal record (the
relevant document
should  sent to us after
the recruitment, not now)

You are eligible to apply if
you:

We are looking for
The living place and
volunteering pace is in
Marijampolė, the
seventh biggest city in
Lithuania.

Location
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we are looking for

who are motivated and want to
share their knowledge to try
different areas in working in day
care center;
who are willing to organize
different activities, are able to
make contact with children;
who have completed their
studies and are interested in
internships with children.

love working with children
have some experience in
voluntary work / know what is to
be young
are motivated to spend time in
Lithuania,
are creative and imaginative,
have organizational skills,
have  positive attitude,
are open-minded and honest,
are flexible, friendly, helpful,
like working in big groups,



Practical arrangements

Volunteer is not obligated to
have special qualifications to
work with children/youngster,
but experience in that field
will be essential. The
volunteer should be ready to
work in a bigger group of
children/youngsters for
longer period of time, have
an ability to establish
positive relationships with
them.

You can have any
interesting hobbies, for
example: sport, art, dance
or theatre, playing
instrument or singing, due
to the fact, that those
kinds of classes are very
popular and appreciated
among our students.
Manual and computer
skills will be very useful in
helping teachers. Good
organizational skills are
crucial due to to the
importance of planning
and leading volunteer's
own activities and
supporting important
events.

Monthly allowance = pocket money: 240 euro/month
- Travel tickets from the city where your Sending
Organisation is placed to Vilnius (We will pick you from
there) and back (up to the amount based on Distance
Calculator of Erasmus+, the excess of this amount will be
payed by volunteer)
- Travel costs for on-arrival and mid-term trainings in
Lithuania
- Room in a flat shared with other volunteers or students
(with Internet access, kitchen equipment, bed linen). The
flat has student standard.
- 7 hours of work per day (35-38 hours per week) 
- All the required medical examinations, health and safety
training at the beginning


